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■'•■' ^"lgjj^L--ai1;J-.I:''unctioJri °^ *nG Survey: The Survey of Economic and Social Conditions
in Africa is prepared by ECA cin::e i960 in direct compliance with its terns of

'•reference which require that it:

"**

*• " (a):Initiate.and participate ;in neasures for fafcilitating concerted action

•for.the economic development of. Africa, including its social aspects, with a-view to

raising, the level of. economic activity and 'levels of living in Africa, and for'

maintaining and tverehgthening the 'economic relations .-if countries arid.territories of

Africa; both amongVjthemseives and v/ith---ovher countries of the world; ■

(b) Make or sponsor such investigations and studies of economic and1 technological

problems and developments within the vterritories cf Africa as the Coirx.iissioh deev.13.,

appropriate,, and dir.ser.iinatc the results of.such investigations and studies? -'■■.- ...

(c) Undcptalco-'Oi*'sponsorv'the collection, c'valuation land dissemination of such l/

.'ecorioTJic, technological and statistical information as the Counission ilcems appropria-e*

It is quite evident that to promote dcvc?.opnent and ca-ropcration anoiig,African countr:,cs,

the DC/i must ground itself on the continuous study of ;thc devolopr.tent procdss.in thc-

African region, and that the results of Irhis study must be distributed anong netnber States

..:■ rTho. Survey is in ^this respect-one of the most ii-iportant document published; by •,-- —

the -EGA Secrevariatj 'since it i.o the instrument: through Which, the development pro.ccsc

in the.African -legion.. Ms. monitored, on <i ref^ilar and rsystonatic /basis,' .the problems-;; -. .

encountered and .the. results achieved--analysedi'-and'a basis thus established forv-- ■ -_;

policy forraulation , In addition, ,the fact that planning, decpite its shortcomings,.has

become willy-nilly., the main instrument cf goverr-raont action ;n the development field,

renders.'its impo-arivo ^to take-stock at-regular intervals of the. course of development

in orde'37. :'co compare;..objectives :a-nd c-chi'evQr.ionts and. take .any .corrective: measures ] '

requiredo .Of course, the :contents of.anieconoraic sur.vey are more or:less■determined by

its'vcr.y natrre and there, is foot much room in fact, for-' variations', but .improvement,is

possible.in many rdapocts.and.-sGveral formats arc possible from cv. review of past trends

to the outlook form or what is called ."budget.economique" in the French system; In

the following.iparts..of this paper an-account'-will be. Riven of the-dovelopr.iont of th.3

Survey of Sconoinic and Social Conditions„ The new format chosen since I980/198I will
be • discusso'd ar*d some suggestions given as to the -support expected frp-r. planning offices

in the' preparation of the Survey,, . .: ; . . .;- ;. . :

l/: Source; Terns" of-'Reference and Rules of Proced-ore of the Economic Comnission
for -Africa7"EyGNal4/lll/.Rsv«3.J ' ; .■: ■ , : .. . ... ,
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2. Brief History of tho Survey; The first Survey publication by the ECA was in

1968 and covered the period 19^0-64. It was preceded by the; landmark "Survey of

Economic Situation of Africa since 1950" prepared in 1959 by the United Nations

Department of Economic and Social Affairs and by the EGA Economic 3ulletin which had

been covering the African economy since DO\'s inception in 1953 • The 1968 Survey ,

was followed in 1969 by the "Survey of Economic Conditions in Africa, 1958" which
covered developments in the African economy during 196O-I967 and from then the • ■

Survey became a regular yearly publications The pattern was established that the

Survey published in a specific year will cover developments in the past year, since

information was at best available for that period. In'fact, this was not in moot

cases feasible because there was at least a two-years (and still is) gap in the
information available. This information constraint limited the Survey to an analysis

of past trends, something which was not in itself a serious limitation since policies

and programmes have to start from the knowledge of the past,' Moreover in the conditions

existing in the late 1960s forecasting even the most basic macro-economic variables

wai not possible in view not only of the lack of data, but oven more because of the

poor quality of what was available.

Starting from I969, in addition to tho review of economic trends, a special study

was prepared dealing each year with a specific development issue. In 1969 the topic

chosen, was the typology of African economies, a study carried out by Prof•.Pickctt

of Strathclyde University in Britain, The special study was intended to be cf a

research character and to bo a contribution to the study of African development

problems at a deeper level than the review of past trends.

A further innovation was introduced in 1975, the Survey covering from then on

social developments as well as economic ones, I'.'iorcovcr, it was decided to develop

the country coverage of the Survey and to publish both a regional analysis and a

country by country analysisfof the economic and social situation. The time coverage

of the Survey was focused on tho two first-years preceding publication, so that

alone with complete data 0:1 the penultimate year, at least provisional data and if

possible forecasts were given for the year preceding the year of publication.

One drawback of the changes introduce:.' was that if the Survey apparently became

more rclevant-since it was giving now country per country information - it was also

very bulky and in practice very difficult to assimilate. Moreover the country reviews

were perforce very limited in scope and the loss in readability of the whole document

was not made up for, by the additional information given by the country reviews.

For these reasons starting from the I98O-I98.I Survey, it was decided to eliminate

the part on country reviews (though they are still prepared by the staff) and
enrich rather the regional analysis as far as possible by country information and country

case studies. At the sasne time, a statistical annex supplying, on a country basis,

the most important economic variables and social indicators was added. Also for the

first time a forecast of the main r,iacro-ccononic variables for the region as a whole-

and for the main country groupings was introduced. This latter oxarcise was not very

successful as shown by the results published in tho 1931-1932 Survey, In this latter
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Survey, the forecasting method was changed to produce hopefully r.i:ro realistic

i figures and the price base for national accounts moved to 1980 which is a better base

,* than 1970 since it incorporates -the vast changes -in the price .system since 1975.

The Survey is now a self-contained document organized in the following way:

1. an over-all analysis of the economic situation in the region with

forecasts for the year following the year of publication;

2. an analysis of the situation and trends in the main production sectors;

3« an analysis of the foreign balance situation.with foreign resources flows;

4. a study on one as-x:ct of the social situation which will change
with the year; ... .

. 5« a special, topic chosen in consideration to. tho development problems....
facing.the region; ; .

6. a statistical annex giving in a.concise way the.most important development,
indicators for all the member States of the Commission.

The objective is to make,of the Survey an efficient tool; for policy makers in African

countries,, assisting then in identifying problems and drawing-up appropriate.-policy ..

measures.. It is hoped that, with time, progress will !>e made towards the outlopk ..

format, where the emphasis is on forecasting and on the policy measures '-associated.

This will be a slow process given the data situation and the difficulty of covering

50 independent .member States* ... -..:.,

4. Assistance-Required fror.i. member States; Progress will anyway be possible only
if the.necessary support.is obtained from-member States and--specifically from the

planning, and statistical offices. In the present situation.information for the Survey
is collected in the following way:

(a) through sending a questionnaire to the planning offices

according to rosulution 404 (XVT) and resolution 460 (XVTIl) of the

Conference of Ministers. The questionnaire includes statistical

information and a short review of the economic situation of each

country. The response to this questionnaire lias been unfortunately

very poor.

(b) through field missions by the .staff of tho Socio-economic Research
and Planning Division; this is a practice started since 1975 and which

envolves visits every year Z$ to 30 countries. The countries are

chosen in accordance with criteria like GDP, population, region, etc.

in order to supply the best coverage possible. 3ut the limited funds

available make it sometimes necessary to exclude "small" countries.

(c) through country consultants: in scmo countries, economists working in
the planning ministry or other related institutions have boon hired to

write surveys of their countries. This has created sor.ie problems because

of the poor quality of the work in some cases anc of the long delays of

compilation. However the snail number of country consultants which have

been retained (i.e. in Ethiopia, Tunisia, Ghana, Togo and Morocco) have
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(d) through documents cent to the Commission by countries and through 1

other sources (other international organizations, private JT'

orr0.ni.2atio.iGy the cccncr.iic. pr^s-njt 1

f
To overcome .the above problems ant to consistently upgrade. trie Survey it is

imperative that:

(a) countries supply information through the questionnaire in

a continuous uayj

(b) that field missions cent by the Research Division be given more

support in the countries by the planning offices in order to gather

information and have more organized contacts and more discussions on-

substantive matters with the institutions concerned by economic policy.

Sane countries are experiencing difficulties in filling up the questionnaire which

nay be too detailed. In this respect the Secretariat hopes that planning offices will

send their written comments on the questionnaire. On this basis a more adapted

questionnaire will be drawn up and put into use. ■

Formal links should be established between the Secretariat through the Socio- .

economic Research and Planning Division and a contact planning office official who would

be responsible for relations with the Secretariat and who would then follow-up

questions related to the supply of information, and the organization.of the work

concerning the Survey.

An additional step should be to co-ordinate the Survey wort: carried out by each

country and the Survey made at the Secretariat level. In this uay not only exchange

of information would take place but also Secretariat missions would have the

opportunity to exchange views with the Survey team, of each country. Those contacts

could then go !jeyond the analysis of the current issues, to include policy measures

envisaged by the governments-.


